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Quick Start Guide 
 
 



Welcome to Xnap™ Box. Let me introduce: 

 
 
Xnap™ Box is a low power consuming, fully embedded Face Detection 
Processor that turns your video surveillance camera into a smart camera that 
can identify human faces/body shape/vehicle shape from video. 
 
Xnap™ Box processes video from any standard 1080p RTSP H.264 / HTTP 
MJPEG IP camera / MJPEG AVI File 
 
Your surveillance camera is now a smart camera – and more. Without significant 
wiring changes with your current surveillance camera and NVR system, Xnap™ 
Box™ reads second video stream (or primary stream if your camera supports 
multiple client access) of your cameras or USB file source (FAT32), decode it 
and detect all faces/objects visible in video frames at least 15fps (configurable), 
and crop all faces/objects out of background, and send face/object stream in 
HTTP protocol to enable real-time identification or post-event analysis and / or 
identification. 
 
Xnap™ Box is designed for seamless integration with third-party face 
recognition or objection recognition system to form large-scale surveillance 
system with automatic face recognition or pedestrian/vehicle detection. Product 
comes with well-documented sample codes and email support service to 
enable software developer to integrate the output of Xnap™ Box with their 
existing surveillance system. 

 
 



 
1 Getting Start 

Firstly, please connect your Xnap Box with one Ethernet cable to your 
network switch and USB cable to the USB power adaptor supplied.  

 

Please use our bundled or certified USB power adaptor and bundled 
or certified USB cable only to ensure the performance of the device. 
QuickCharge 2.0/3.0 charger and/or USB cable does not boost the 
performance. On the contrary, they could make the device works slower. 
The following error indicator will be displayed on the Home Page as a 
warning. 

 
 

Secondly, please prepare your PC to link with Xnap Box device by setting 
the Ethernet adaptor with the same network number: 

Default factory IP address of Xnap Box 

Wired Ethernet adaptor: 192.168.99.1 

Wireless LAN adaptor: 172.24.1.1 

Thirdly, please launch your Internet browser (e.g. Firefox, Safari or 
Google Chrome. Microsoft Internet Explorer is not recommended), fill in 
the IP address of device in the Address (URL) field, and press ENTER 



key. 

You should be able to see the Home Page of Administration Web Tool, 
like the screen shot below: 

 
 (No username and login is required at this version. We know what you 
are thinking and we are working on the upcoming next release to add this 
back) 

2 Basic Setup 

After clicking “Basic Setup” item on the home page, you should be able 
to see a pop-up screen that similar to the screenshot below: 



 
 

You can configure these basic network settings of Xnap Box just like any 
other standard network device. These are common network parameters 
and they should be pretty much self-explanatory. 

Please be careful when entering IP address of wire Ethernet port of 
Xnap Box. Invalid characters or symbol could cause failure of core 
system startup. 

We strongly recommend keeping record of IP address, Xnap Box ID, 
and Wifi passphrase in safe place. In case that you forget the IP address 
of Xnap Box, you can use the SoftAP mode to get back to the main menu 
of Xnap Box and then you can reset the Ethernet . In that case, Wifi 
passphrase is vital to bring you back to the business. 

Make sure you have a decent NTP server in your network as it is very 
important to keep the clock of Xnap Box correct. Correct time record of 
face/object captured is a must for a reliable surveillance or post-event 
analysis system.  

 

 



3 System Status 

After clicking “System Status” item on the home page, you should 
be able to see something similar to the screenshot below: 

 
It shows all the vital operating status of Xnap Box, which is very 
useful for trouble-shooting, performance monitoring and fine-tune.  

 



First section of System Status pop-up shows current firmware 
version of the network, system name, serial number of the device, 
internal operating and job status etc.  

The job status of Xnap Box is pretty transparency and plain 
enough for even non-computer-savvy user to figure out how things 
are going with the box, and to provide sufficient information for 
performance fine-tune and troubleshooting. 

When there is no face/object detection mission taking place, the 
system status should look like this: 

 

But when face/object detection in progress, the status should read 
like this: 



 

It is important to check the CPU Temperature and the Receiving 
Frame rate of the device from time to time. These two figures are 
vital health indicators of the device. 70ºC or below is normal. But in 
case that the ventilation and cooling of the device is not sufficient, 
CPU temperature could exceed 80ºC that could cause Xnap Box 
slowing down itself to prevent permanent damage of the device, 
Receiving Frame rate will drop to 8fps or lower (normal is 20-
25fps) as a result. The lowered frame rate will very likely be the 
cause of increase of missing rate of object/face detection.  

System status screen is auto-refresh every 10 seconds in this 
version. You can close the system status pop-up and re-click the 
System Status item on the home screen to see the latest system 
status. 

 

 



4 Xnap Box Service 

After clicking “Xnap Box Service” item on the home page, you should be 
able to see something similar to the screenshot below: 

 
This page shows you the core service of Xnap Box that deserves more 
explanations of these items. 



 
1. Grabbing Source Type / Format 

Item Description 
HTTP MJEPG (Stream) Select this radio button to switch the mode of 

Xnap Box to receive MJPEG video stream 
RTSP H264 (Stream max 

1080p) 
Select this radio button to switch the mode of 
Xnap Box to receive RTSP H.264 video stream 

AVI MJPEG (USB File, Hot 
Plug) 

Select this radio button to switch the mode of 
Xnap Box to receive stream from playback of 
MJPEG AVI video file. Xnap Box will scan for 
AVI file(s) from the USB thumb drive, if any, and 
perform video decode, face/object detection 
and processing. 
If multiple AVI files were found, playback and 
processing will be done one by one in the 



ascending order of filename of the avi files. 
Playback will be auto-repeat by default. 

 
2. Camera Source Control 

Source Frame Rate 
Control 

0-30 fps max 
(0=unlimited) 

To control the frame rate of Xnap Box can 
should process the incoming video. This setting 
should be equal to or less than the output frame 
rate of the camera. Default value is 0 (unlimited, 
which means same as the output frame rate of 
the camera). 
In some use case, the recognition system might 
not be fast enough to process, say 24fps, from 
the camera, but the site owner doesn’t want to 
lower the frame rate at the camera level for the 
reason of full framerate recording. User can 
adjust this setting to process few frames per 
second, and output lesser frame to external 
recognition system. 

 

3. ONVIF (this feature shall come soon) 

 

4. HTTP / RTSP Stream Source URL (http:// or rtsp:// ) 

Xnap Box memorizes up to 10 different RTSP or HTTP stream source 
URL. Administrator can select any one of these URL source by clicking 
an appropriate radio button. It is useful when Xnap Box is mobile and has 
to connect to a few preconfigured stream URLs from time to time to 
prevent tedious reentry of these source URLs. 

In case that you don’t know the stream source URL, and before our 
official support of built-in ONVIF scanning, please use ONVIF Device 
Manager (downloadable from this link: 
https://sourceforge.net/projects/onvifdm/) to scan for the response of an 
ONVIF standard camera.  



 
Click “Live Video” link on the right-hand side of preview image of your 
selected camera, under the Live Video Pane you can find an URL which 
is the stream source. Just copy and paste in any field of Xnap Box ONVIF 
/ Custom URL. 

In future release, when Xnap Box built-in ONVIF support is ready, ONVIF 
URL Scan button could be helpful. Just click on this button and wait, 
Xnap Box will make enquiry through current ONVIF and retrieve a list of 
stream source URL and fill them out in the 5 URL blanks for your further 
selection. 

This is important to check out the login name and password of your 
desired camera, otherwise, no video stream can be retrieved and no 
face/object detection can take place for sure. 

“Tag” is meaningful description of the camera, 20 character long 
alphanumeric (no space), as a reminder to Administrator which stream 
URL is referred to which physical camera, e.g. Tag=LobbyCamera. This 
tag works just inside Xnap Box and it won’t pass to third party system in 
this version. 

 

5. HTTP / RTSP Stream Source Retry Count After Failure 

This setting is useful for building a robust system. HTTP/RTSP video 
stream source could be unreachable because of maintenance, network 
outage, power outage or camera failure. Xnap Box will, by default take 
the value “Retry Forever”, retry connecting with currently selected (see 
section 4 above) HTTP/RTSP stream source to minimize the downtime of 
face/object detection service. 

For some other reason, such connection retry is not necessary, you can 
just select “No Retry” radio button. 

 



6. Box Role 

From this section, you can select the major role of this Xnap Box, either 
be a Face Detector, or Object Detector. 

Currently, Xnap Box can detect human faces with size range from 75x75 
pixel to 1200x1200 pixel, frontal or 20º yaw/pitch/roll pose variation. 

Object Detector option is to select an operating mode that detects human 
body and/or vehicle in surveillance video. 

Object Detector is still under intensive development and current version 
does not provide 99% detection rate under all lighting conditions. Shade 
caused sunrise or sunset is likely to cause some miss or incorrect 
detection region of objects.  

  

Depends on the Box Role, the Main Menu items on the Home Page 
will change to reflect the current box role. For example, “Face Stream” 
item will be displayed when current Box Role is “Face Detector”. “Object 
Stream” will be showed instead when current Box Role is selected 
“Object Detector”. 

 

7. Processing Parameters 

This pair of settings are used to control the range of size of faces/objects 
to be detected by the algorithm of Xnap Box.  

In face recognition system, for example, faces which are captured behind 
the focus field of the viewpoint are usually undesirable as unfocused 
image could cause false acceptance/rejection. By proper setting the mini 
face size, Xnap Box can filter out those face images before they can both 
the face recognition system.  

Depends on the requirement of individual face recognition, we 
recommend minimum face size as 120x120 pixel for a more reliable 
computerized face recognition system.  



8. Output Target / Format 

Xnap Box supports 3 major modes of output of the cropped face/object: 

 
8.1 HTTP Push (JPG over TCP) 

By default, face stream or object stream is ready to be PULLED by 
external HTTP calling program when this default radio button was 
checked. 

 

8.2 USB File (JPG on FAT32) 

Face/object detected will be copied directly to the FAT32 formatted USB 
thumb drive if this radio button is selected. Timestamp values will be 
used as filenames of these jpg files. 

Handling USB Thumb-drive is complicated procedure as there are 
lots of factors that are out of control by Xnap Box, such as Disk Format, 
whether the USB thumb drive has ejected properly, existence of 
corrupted sectors and so forth. A lot of care have to be taken to comply 
with the best practice of USB thumb-drive recording of Xnap Box. A new 
main menu item “USB Util” will be added to assist user to prepare the 
USB thumd drive when “USB File” radio button is selected and the Xnap 
Box is restarted  

 
It is important to make sure that there is no corruption of FAT of the USB 
thumb. We strongly recommend entering into USB Utils menu item to 
check up the health of USB thumb drive before deployment of Xnap Box 
for USB recording. 

Assume that USB thumb drive is yet to be inserted into the USB port of 
Xnap Box, when you select USB Utils menu item and the following pop-
up will be displayed: 



 
The pop-up shows there is no USB disk was found at this moment. Please 
insert the USB disk now to see what happen. 

 
This pop-up shows there is a FAT32 format USB drive was found and it 
was properly mounted by Xnap Box and found to be writable. Volume 
and free/used disk space information are also displayed for user to see if 
the given USB disk has sufficient free space for the upcoming USB 
recording mission.  

8.2.1 USB Disk Eject 

USB Disk must be properly ejected by this USB Utilities before unplug, 
otherwise, it could corrupt FAT table and cause the volume not 
mountable or non-writable, or in worst case, data loss. Please click the 
“Eject” button as shown below: 



 
and wait for this result of disk eject from Xnap Box: 

 
Then you can safely unplug the USB drive. 

 

8.2.2 USB Disk Check 

Even the USB was mounted and shown to be writable but there is still 
possibility that serious bad blocks with the disk were found (see example 
below). To play safe, we suggest checking the USB Disk before each 
USB recording mission. Please click “Check” button of USB Utilities pop-
up. 

 



 



8.2.3 USB Disk Fix 

As illustrated in last section, when the current mounted USB disk was 
found to be erroneous, Xnap Box has built-in tool to fix minor volume 
corruption without reformat the disk. Please click “Fix” button of USB 
Utilities pop-up, and you should be able to see the result after fixing: 

 
 

To play safe, we suggest fixing the USB Disk two times (in a row) to 
ensure the fixing is profound and complete. Then click “Eject” button to 
eject the disk, unplug it from Xnap Box, plug it in again, and click 
“Check” button to check it again. 

 



8.2.4 USB Disk Format FAT32 

However, in some cases, the disk volume was damaged so badly to an 
extent that cannot be fixed. Disk format is the last resort to reuse the 
given USB Disk.  

There are two disk formats available for your choice: FAT32 and EXT4. 

FAT32 is the most widely supported disk format by Window PC/Mac. It 
can be read by most PC/Mac without any tools or plug-in.  

Please click “Format FAT32 (for compatibility)” button of USB Disk Utilities 
pop-up if you are sure to format the given USB disk: 

 
and wait for the result of formatting operation. 

 

Please eject the disk, and plug in the USB disk again to continue 
further USB disk operation, such as USB recording. 



8.2.5 USB Disk Format EXT4 

EXT4 is the most advanced disk format proposed by the Linux guru. It is 
faster and more reliable than FAT32 format. The only drawback of EXT4 is 
that it is not natively supported by Microsoft Window, and hence, it 
requires EXT4 reader software to mount and read the disk.  

Even though there are a dozen of freeware running on PC that can read 
EXT4 formatted disk, Xnap Box bundles 2 of these free applications and 
they come in 2 different favors: with installation (image preview available) 
and without installation (no image preview built-in). 

 
 

Please click “Format EXT4 (for Performance)” button of USB Disk Utilities 
pop-up if you are sure to format the given USB disk in EXT4 format: 

 
and wait for the result of formatting operation. 



 

Please eject the disk, and plug in the USB disk again to continue 
further USB disk operation, such as USB recording. 

If Xnap Box is properly configured, USB recording should be started right 
after the USB disk is plug-in again, and you can check the status of USB 
recording from System Status pop-up as highlighted below: 

 



8.3 HTTP Presentation Mode (JPG over TCP)  

This option is designed to test if the connection between the camera and 
HTTP caller is viable without face/object detection.  

 
This option must be saved and restart the Xnap Box to make Presentation 
mode effective.  From the Main Menu of Home Page, “Face Stream” / 
“Object Stream” menu is renamed as “Presentation Mode”: 

 
It is useful for troubleshooting when no face/object was detected from 
HTTP caller point of view. It could be camera viewpoint problem (be 
specific, too wide angle, captured faces are smaller than minimum face 
size), image quality issues (out of focus, too blurry or noisy images), or 
simply network connection issue between the camera and HTTP caller. 

When this radio button was selected, live video of the current selected 
source URL will be compressed to 320x240 pixel and export through 
HTTP protocol without passing through the face/object detection engine. 
In case that no image stream was received by the HTTP caller, then 
Administrator should check the network connection and the camera video 
output.  

 



7. Output Color 

By default, color face/object stream will be prepared for retrieval. In some 
rare case that Grey Scale image is preferred, e.g. the camera is 
physically a monochrome camera; select the “Grey Scale” button instead. 

See configuration below to show HTTP Push configuration in Color output 
option: 

 
When you select FaceStream from the Main Menu, you should see face 
stream in colour (as illustrated below Chapter 5 Face Stream) 

 

8. HTTP Server Configuration 

 
To specify the HTTP server port (tcp) number via which face/object 
stream was transmitted. Default value is 8080. 

HTTP Heartbeat frequency:  n (seconds per heartbeat) 

This is used for health check mechanism of Xnap Box. Currently, Xnap 
Scan identification software (sold separately) has implemented such 
heartbeat checking: Xnap Box will pass a 1x1 pixel image to HTTP caller 
(usually it is a PC) every n second(s) so keep the PC informed the 
connection with Xnap Box device is still alive.  

Developer can implement similar heartbeat checking based on this 
design mechanism, and to issue alert of notice to system administration 
for exception handling. 

 

 

All of the settings of Xnap Box service have to be saved and get 
Xnap Box restarted before the new settings become effective.  

 

 

 



5 Face Stream (or Object Stream) 

After clicking “Face Stream” item on the home page, you should be able 
to see a series of cropped face images and being refreshed very quickly. 
From this screen, user can check if video stream is properly imported, 
and face detection and cropping is working properly. 

 
The following is a sample snapshot of face stream: 

 
This item will rename to “Object Stream” when the current role of Xnap 
Box was changed to Objector Detector in Box Role (see section 6 of 
Xnap Box Service). 

 

 



6 System Identifier 

After clicking “System Identifier” item on the home page, a green LED 
light of the current Xnap Box or processing board in Xnap Blade will light 
up and remain steady up for 1 minute. 

This feature assists the administrator to identify which Xnap Box or 
processing board in Xnap Blade is under current web administration. This 
could be helpful when labeling system is not well implemented. 

 
 

 
 

 



7 Shutdown 

After clicking “Shutdown” item on the home page to shutdown the device. 

 
 

8 Restart 

After clicking “Restart” item on the home page to restart the device. 
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